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THE ALLOCATION OFANATURAL RESOURCI.WHEN THE
COST OF A SUBSTITUTE ISUNCERTA1N*
BDONALDA.HANSON
The mix of capital and resource assets which should besa vtj for the future denendc on whether
there is uncertainty in the cost a/a substitute for theresource. For linear homogeneouspro- duction functions and classes of strictly concave production functionsand with rick neutral i(r
future welfare is improved with more capital and lessresource when (he cost is uncertain
That is. more resource should be used initially. It is alsoshown that the effect of riskaversion is in the opposite direction. For safficienlli strong riskaversion, the direct ion of shift in de-
sired future assets can be reversed.
I. lNTRODijcTlO
Suppose there is a homogeneous stock ofan exhaustible natural resource
which is a primary factor of production. Further,suppose that a substi-
tute for the resource can be produced, but thecost is initially not known
with certainty. Consider the problem ofhow much resource touse ini-
tially. In this paper the problem will be viewedas one of efficiency: Once
initial consumption is determined, what mixof reproducible capital and
remaining resource stock will insome sense maximize future welfare?
The paper begins by postulatinga production possibility frontier
(p.p.f.) between capital andresources available for the future. The idea is
that more (less) capital will be accumulatedfor the future if more (less)
resource is used initially in production (with initial consumptionfixed). In
a world of certainty, the efficient mix of assets is determined by theHotel-
ling condition: that is, the ratio of thenet marginal product of the re-
source between any two periods must equal the marginalrate of transfor-
mation of capital between those periods) If thecost of the substitute is
uncertain, should the mix of future assets containmore or less resource?
It is shown that with risk neutrality anda modified class of CES produc-
tion functions, future welfare is improved ifmore capital and less resource
is saved under uncertainty. The affect ofrisk aversion is a force in the
opposite direction.
*1 would like to thank RichardGilbert. Michael tloel. Daniel Newion. Robert Solc,w
and an anonymous referee for useful suggestions. Support by National ScienceFoundation
grantGK-42098is gratefully acknowledged.
In the conventional theory net marginal product is the scarcity rent of theresource,
i.e., its market price less extraction cost. The Hotelling result is usually stated interms of
growth rates: The growth rate of the scarcity rentmust equal the rate of return on invest-
ment (see (I -3]).
1892. Tiii MOIEL
Let output in periodihe given byF(K, Z,)whereK,is reproducible
capital andZis total resource flow consistingof the natural resource and
a perfect substitute. Itis assumed that1'( K,, Z,)is sufficiently smooth,
increasing in its arguments, and strictly concave.Strict conca"ity implies
(I) FK(i)F/,(i) - F,(i)>0
(Here, subscripts denote partialderivatives and I denotes the period.)
111,> 0, it will be said thatKandZare technical complements.That is,
the return on investmentFincreases if more resource isutiliied. it will
be assumed that Fk,0.
Consider a two period model. The p.p.f. betweencapital K, and re-
sources R, available for period 2 isdescribed by
K, = F(K1.R - R,) - C
whereinitial consumption ('i. initial capital h . and total resourcesR are
fixed. Thep.p.f.isa decreasing, concave functionwith dK,/dR2 =
F,(l) andd'K7/dR = F,,s,i)(see Figure I).
Suppose that a perfect substitute S for the natural resourceis devel-
oped in time for the second period production. Let the cost perunit he
"b."Then
C, = F(K,,R, + S)hS
S must be chosen efficiently to maximize C, given K,. R,and b.Specifi-
cally,
I:iurc I
19010 ifF,(K2,R2) < h
(4)
= Isolutionto F7(K,,R21- S) = hif F,(K,R,)> 1,
3. Suiis iitiiCosr"h KNOWN
Suppose for the moment thathis known with certainty in period I.
it is easily shown that isoquants (with '2fixed) are decreasing convex
functions with slope dK2/dR2=F7(2)/Fj2)(see Figure I). Then there
exists a unique point(K2, R2)on the p.p.f. which maximizes('2This point
must satisfy the tangency condition
(5) F,(l) =
which is the Hotelling result. Proposition I follows.
PROPOSITION I.For any tixed initial consumption C1, initial
capitalK1,resource stockRand substitute cost ,there exists a unique
solution for the efficient mix of future assets(K2, R2)and substItute pro-
ductiori Sgiven by the solution to (2), (4) and (5).
Notethat ifS=0,dR2/dh=0.lfS >0
dR2 . Sign --=sign!/(I)b,(2) -
which is obtained by differentiating (5) subject to (2) and (4). Hence
FK?(2) impliesdR2/db> 0 and Proposition 2 follows.
PROPOSITION 2.Suppose the cost is known to be greater thanh
and S(s) > 0. Then it is efficient to save more resource than !and less
capital than K2. Hence less resource is used initially.
4. SUBSTITUTE Cosi"b" RANOOM
Now suppose thathis a random variable with meanh.Note thathis
random only in the first period. In the second period the outcome is re-
vealed and then S is chosen optimally according to (4)
For any fixed point(K2, R2)on the p.p.i. consider how the outcome
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Figure 2
Therefore C2 is a decreasing, convex function of b. The determination of
C2 as a function of h is shown in Figure 2. The linear rays are total cost
functions for producing tile substitute. The optimal S is the point where
gross output F(K2, R2 + S is narallel to the total cost function. Suppose
that the high cost outcome b +is realized. Gross output drops fast as S
is reduced to S(h + b) but substitute production cost drops even faster.
Convex ity with respect to h implies
I--2(') I C2(h ±- C,(b)I
That is, the gain associated with a low cost substitute exceeds the loss
associated with a high cost substitute. 1-lence EIC2I > C2(b) where EI.I
denotes expected value.
Now consider C2 as a function not only of b but also the point on the
p.p.f. The notation will be C2(K2,b) where K2 denotes the point on the
p.p.f. with R2 and S calculated from (2) and (4) respectively. In Figure 3,
C2(K2,b) is shown, If h =with certainty in period 1, then C2(K2h)
is the maximuni of C,(K2,h) over all points on the p.p.f. Now suppose
that the random variable b takes on values only in a small range about b.
Further, suppose that S > 0 for these values of h. 1-low should the point
on the p.p.f. be shifted from the point (K2, R2)?
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where(ll) follows from (4). The critical term will turn out to be OF,I/8K2
holding b fixed.
8F(2)- FKY?(2) + Fm(2)
OK2 - OK2
- F)zz(2)J(2) '2' - : zzzt 3
F77(L)
Suppose that OF(2)/OK2 is positive, which will be discussed in a
moment. Consider the effect of using slightly more re3ource initially and
















vex in h than C,(K2,h). Hence
(14) EK',(K, + ,b)E(',(K,h)I
Therefore, ii society is risk neutral and welfare is measured by EC,I,
welfare is improved by using more resource initially, accumulating more
capital than K but saving less resource than Th when h isuncertain.
Now suppose instead that society is extremely risk averse and associ-
ates welfare with the value of C2 resulting from the worst outcomefor h.
EqS. (9) and (12) imply that the slope of C'2(K +,b) with respect to h
is less (greater in magnitude) than the slope of C2(K2, h) (see Figure 3).
Therefore with respect to this extremely risk averse welfare criterion, wel-
fare is improved by using less resource initially, accumulating less capital
than K2 but saving more resource than R2 when b is uncertain.
In general, the direction of shift along the p.p.f. from (K2, R,) when h
is uncertain depends on the relative magnitudes of the consumption con-
vexity effect and the risk aversion effect.
Now consider the meaning of the term £LF,7(2)/K, holding h lIxed.
For any given capital K2, the resource demand function relates the re-
source's marginal pro&ct F7(2) to the total flow Z2. In a competitive
macket F,(2) is the price which clears the market. Note that the slope of
the demand function is F,(2) which is negative. Provided K and Z are
technical complements (FK7 > 0), increasing K2 shifts the demand func-
tion to the right. aF7(2)/K, is positive if the slope ol' the demand curve
increases (decreases in magnitude) as the demand curve is shifted to the
right (i.e. as K2 increases). The change in slope is evaluated along a hori-




194Society can choose among a set of demand functionswhich itwill
face in the second period by choosing a point(K2, R7)on the p.p.f. how-
ever, where society will he on the demand function is random That is,
the
costhFis a random variable. Let fl be the demandfunction associ-
ated with(K2,).If society is risk neutral, uncertaintyinhimplies that
the demand function should be shifted in the direction in whichits slope
is increasing. (I.e. the demand curve becomes flatter.) Therefore,for a
fixed variance ofh,the demand curve is shifted fromiiin a direction to
increase the variance ofZ.Society puts itself into a positionto he more
responsive (in the level of substitute production) to the outcome ofb.
The demand curves in Figure4are drawn so that they become flatter
for shifts to the right. It will be shown in the next Section that largeclasses
of production functions have this property. In thiscase the is in-
creased when capital is increased above K2 even thoughresources drop
belowR2.It is interesting to note that although R2 decreases, forany
givenbZ2 increases (see (II)). The di11erence Z2-R2 is made up with
substitute production S.
5. THE RIsKNEUTRAl.CASE
Let the random variablebhave a discrete probability distribution
11(b1),] = 1.J,with meanb,minimumb1and maximumb.In this section
it is no longer necessary to assume that the variance ofhis small. It will
be assumed that not all outcomes ofblie in the range where S= 0. That
is, Prob S > O > 0.
Let(Kr, R')be the solution to the problem
MaxE{C2
where(Kr, Rfllies on the p.p.f. and S satisfies (4)In this section sufli-
cient conditions and classes of production functionsare given which imply
K>'<2
R <R2
[EMMA. For any fixedK2, R2,letthe return on investment
FK(K2, R2+ S) be a strictly convex function ofbfor S > 0 where S given
by (4) is viewed as a function ofb.That is, let
(l7 L F,(2) '/ K7Zi) - 1zzzk>
for all hon[b1,b11. Then (16) holds.
The proof is given in an appendix. Note that condition (17) is equiva-
lent toaF(2)/K> 0 (see (13)). It can be shown that if FA is inde-
pendent of Z, which implies that FKZ is zero, and ii S > 0 for all h on
195)
[h1,b1. thenK= K7 andR R.(In the pioof of the lemma v(R,,b)
is a linear function of b.)
PROPOS1TON 3.(a) Let F(K,Z) be linear homogeneous. Then





Proof: The following property holds
(n - l)F(2) =(n- l)b = FKI(2)K24F77(2)Z2
(n - 2)F77(2) = FKZZ(2)K,+f,77(2)Z2
Therefore, (17) becomes
(n - 2)F7(2)I(2)+ F777(2) > 0
K2 ft,z(2) K2]
or
(n - 2)F7(2)(n - l)bF(2)0 - K2 F71(2)K2
>
This inequality must hold for n =1. For n < 1, F, strictly convex in b
for S > 0 is equivalent to the condition (I 8)
A special class of production functions homogeneous of degree n is
the CES class
4K"Z° p0
4[(1 - a)K+ aZ)" p > 0
PROPOS1TIO4.Let F(K,Z) be in the class of CES production
functions (19). Then (16) holds.
ProofSuppose
(20)
bF177(2)> 2 - '> 1for0 < n < I
F7(2) I- n
ThenF(K2,R2+ S) is a convexfunction of b withK2,R2 fixed and S
viewed as a function of b. This is seen by computing the following
--1-[ bFzzz(2)10
ôb1 -F,7(2)LF7(2) j




for K,, R2 fixed. F andFare viewed as functions of h only.Note that H is




This leads to a .ontradiction, for F(K2,R2 + S) convex iii b implies (17)
holds which in turn implies that (18) holds (sec the proof of Proposi-
tion 3). Therefore (20) isfalse, (18) must be true and the result(16)
follows.




>i F7(2) fla -
To see that the upper bound (18) is satisfied, note that (21) is an increasing
function of a and for a = I, (21) becomes (2- n)/( I
6. TIlE RIsK AVERSE CASE
The following proposition assumes an extreme risk averse position.
PROPOSITION 5.Let b be the highest cost outcome. Suppose so-
ciety chooses to maximize the worst consumption outcome C2(K2, b1). The
solution (K*, R*) lies on the p.p.f. Then
K2
R* > R
This proposition follows directly from Proposition 2.
The general problem with risk aversion is
Max EIG(C'2)I
where (I is an increasing, concave function, the solution (K'*, R*) lies on
the p.p.f., and S is given by (4). It is difficult to relate the solution to the
certainty solution (R2, R2). However, one can say that the direction of the
effect of risk aversion is to accumulate less capital but save more resource
relative to the risk neutralcase.
PROPOSITION 6.The solution to the problem with risk aversion
relative to the solution to the problem with risk neutrality satisfies
197(24)
The proof is in the anpendix.
K* <
R?* >
7. SUMMARY AN!) C0NCI.LJsIor's
The analysis of the two period model with consumption fixed in
period Ianti maximized in period 2 can be summarized as follows: Sup-
pose the cost of the substitute b is known initially. Then the value of the
resource P2 in period 2 is h. By Hotelling's efliciency result p= b/El,2)
where F(2) is the discount factor. Then the resource is used initially up
to the point where its marginal product equals p and the remaining re-
source is used in period 2. Assets available for period 2 are (K2, R2).
Now suppose at period I h is a random variable with mean h. The
outcome for C2 is a decreasing, convex function ofh. That is, the increase in
2for b less than h is greater than the decrease in C, for h greater than h.
One would like to shift the asset mix (K7, R2) along the production possi-
bility frontier to achieve two objectives: (I) increase EC2: (2) reduce the
variance of C7. One can show that a welfare improving shift with respect
to (2) is to use less resource initially, produce less capital, hut save more
resource. This strategy can be justified on the basis of .uflIcicntiv strong
risk aversion.
Objective (1) is equivalent to increasing the convexity of C2 with re-
spect to b. It is shown that it is also equivalent to shifting to a period 2 re-
source demand function which, for a fixed price b, is more flat. In turn the
responsiveness (variance) of substitute production to the outcome of h is
increased. It seems intuitive that the appropriate shift is to give more
capital but less natural resource to period 2 (a shift in the demand func-
tion to the right). With more capital K2, "2 will increase faster than before
as h decreases below: and as b increases, at least the capital is there to
help offset the increased cost. That is, one expects "2 to be more convex
in h. It was proved that this intuition is right for a class of CIiS produc-
tion functions. That is, in order to increaseC,, the initial price of the
resource should be less and more resource should be used initially to pro-
duce capital. The assets saved for the future should contain more capital
and less natural resource.
In general the two objectives are in conflict and the direction of the
shift in natural resource usage and capital accumulation depends on the




ProofofLe,n,na.Reversing the role of R, to now become the inde-
pendent variable, define
y(R2,b)F7(K,,R, ± S) -F1(KI.k-R,)FK(K,,R, + 5)
where K2 is given by (2) and S is given by (4). Firstitis argued that
F(2) convex with respect tobimplies y concave with respect tob. F,(l) is
independent of b and ifS > 0, then F(2) = h. Therefore any nonlinearity
my arises fromFK(2).Hence the result follows ifS > 0. For S = 0 both
rand FK(2) are horizontal lines as a function of b and the result still holds
(see Figure 5).
Note that R must satisfy
EdC2J= E1y(R,h) =
1dR2j
and from(5) )must satisfyi'(R2,)= 0.
Then concavity ofy with respect to b implies
Ey(R2.b) <0
with strict inequality holding since'is strictly concave when S ' 0.
Suppose that v is a decreasing function of R2. Then in order to restore




11A2) - 2F/(l)Fk,(2) + F'(l)FA.(2)+ F(l)ifS = 0. ii J
-
+ [F(2)F7(2)F7(2)j if S> 0.
In both cases (I) implies thaty is a strictly decreasing funct ion of R2 which
was needed for the argument above.
Proof of Proposition 6.2Define
(27) w(R2,b)G'(C2(R2,b)) y(R2,b)
where'2 andy are given by (3) and (25) respectively.Implicitly K2 and S
are given by (2) and(4) respectively.Then itis necessary that R* satisfy
EIw(R2,b)I = 0
Define h° so that
0
The solution R* must be independentof scaIin G by a constant.There- fore, let G'(C2(R,b°))= l.Then
w(R,b°) = 0
and for hb°, tv(R, b)> v(R, b) since G'(C2(R, b)) isan increasing
function of h. (See Figure6). Hence,
(28) EIw(R,/)J > ELv(R',b)I= 0




Hence ay/0R2 < 0 implies OW/8R. <0. Hence Ek(J?2 h)is a decreasing
function of R2. Therefore, to restore equality in (2Sit k necessary that
B2" > R' and the proposition follows.
The Ohio Stale Universit'
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